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10 designers

Shortlisted designers 

TOmaS BERzINS 
& VICTORIa FELDmaN 
Latvia - Russia, Womenswear

HENNING JuRKE 
Germany, Menswear

CamILLE KuNz
Switzerland, Menswear

YVONNE POEI-YIE KwOK 
The Netherlands, Womenswear

XéNIa LaFFELY 
France - Switzerland, Menswear

SaTu maaRaNEN
Finland, Womenswear

maRION DE RauCOuRT
France, Womenswear

DamIEN RaVN 
Norway, Womenswear

SHaNSHaN RuaN
China, Womenswear

XING Su
Canada, Womenswear

Fashion curatorship

JEaN-PIERRE BLaNC 
maGaLIE GuéRIN

Jury

FELIPE OLIVEIRa BaPTISTa 
fashion designer, art director Lacoste, Paris
President of the Jury

LIESBETH aBBENES 
visual artist, Scheltens & Abbenes, Amsterdam

ImRaN amED 
founder and editor in chief, 
The Business of Fashion, London

BaRBaRa COuTINHO
director, MUDE - the Museum of Design 
and Fashion, Lisbon

maRK HOLGaTE 
fashion news director , Vogue US, New York

PauLa REED 
fashion director, Harvey Nichols, London

DELPHINE ROCHE 
associate editor in chief, 
Numéro magazine, Paris

FLORIaNE DE SaINT PIERRE 
CEO, Floriane de Saint Pierre & Associés, Paris

mauRICE SCHELTENS 
photographer, Scheltens & Abbenes, 
Amsterdam

The final ten designers were picked in January 2013 in 
Paris by the selection committee, who were joined by Filep 
Motwary.
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Tomas Berzins & Victoria Feldman
Latvia - Russia, Womenswear
—

« A blend of industrial and artisanal works, our outfits have a 
natural but unexpected appearance. »

www.victoriatomas.com

Henning Jurke 
Germany, Menswear
—

« Inspired by the Roaring Twenties, the collection depicts an 
allegorical party. »

www.henningjurke.com

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Gentili, 
CDC, Guigou, Bodin Joyeux, Ricamificio Paolo, Atelier Bettenfeld-
Rosenblum, Lampo-Lanfranchi, Warp & Weft, Close to Clothes, 
Puntoseta.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Taroni, 
Gentili, Lampo-Lanfranchi, Close to Clothes, Lanificio Raphael, 
The Woolmark Company, Puntoseta.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.
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Camille Kunz 
Switzerland, Menswear
—

« My collection evokes my brothers... and me, who might once 
have wanted to be a man. A playful exploration from a sister’s 
perspective on her brothers’ outfits. »

www.camillekunz.com

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, 
Schoeller, Hausammann & Moos, Bugis, Puntoseta.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.

Xénia Laffely
France - Switzerland, Menswear
—

« Two figures haunt me, a father wearing a classic suit and a 
priest in vestments. I used their ashes in order to fashion a third 
character: an unworthy, disobedient, flamboyant son. »

www.xenialaffely.com

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Taroni, 
Hausammann & Moos, Soieries Roger Cheval, Close to Clothes, 
Puntoseta.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.
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Satu maaranen 
Finland, Womenswear
—

« Can one wear nature ? Is it possible to design a clothing line by 
taking into account the surrounding landscape ? »

www.satumaaranen.com

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Taroni, 
Albert Guegain Broderies, Ventures, Schoeller, Warp & Weft, Sfate 
et combier, Puntoseta, Made in France, Atelier Style Couture, 
L’Atelier d’Ariane, Lazar Cuckovic Couture , FIM.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.

Yvonne Poei-Yie Kwok 
The Netherlands, Womenswear
—

« I felt the need to put a lot of love and handwork into my designs 
as a reflection on the role that fashion plays in our lives today. »

www.yvonnekwok.nl

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Sophie 
Hallette, Stib 19, Société Choletaise de Fabrication.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.
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marion de Raucourt
France, Womenswear
—

« The concept consists of applying the assembly methods 
of packaging to clothes : functionality, minimalism, and an 

industrial aesthetic. »

www.nowmansland.com

Damien Ravn 
Norway, Womenswear
—

« The collection is inspired by medieval armour, I wanted to 
bring it into the present. »

www.damienravn.com

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Nikke-
The Japan Wool Textile, Gentili, Warp & Weft, Bucol, Puntoseta, 
Made in France, Production Simon Fonlupt, FIM.

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, 
Schoeller, Liebaert Marcel, FRIEBA Textilwerk Carl Friedrich.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.
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Shanshan Ruan
China, Womenswear
—

« Sometimes, when you close your eyes, you can see the 
afterimage of a moving person or a moving object, repeating 
several times. When you reopen your eyes, nothing is ever the 
same anymore. »

untitled1102.blogspot.com

Xing Su
Canada, Womenswear
—

« Bypassing technology in order to transform the flat into round, 
the collection invites the consumers to take a necessary role in 
dressing themselves. »

www.xingsuwebsite.com

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Debs 
Corporation, Sfate & Combier, Guigou, Bélinac, Puntoseta.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Teseo, 
Fukui Tateami, Stib 19, Nikke-The Japan Wool Textile, Puntoseta.
Crystals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.
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Felipe Oliveira Baptista
fashion designer, art director Lacoste, Paris

Felipe Oliveira Baptista grew up in Lisbon. He studied 
fashion design in London (Kingston university). He 
moved to Italy and then Paris where he worked for 
Max Mara, Cerruti and Christophe Lemaire, before he 
started his own label with Partner Severine Oliveira 
Baptista, after winning the prestigious Grand Prix of 
the Festival de mode de Hyères.
In 2003, and again in 2005 he is awarded with the 
Andam  & LVMH group (assossiation national des 
arts de la mode) bursary, designated each year by the 
French ministry of culture. 
In 2005 FOB is invited to present his collections at 
the very restricted calendar of haute couture in Paris. 
In the mean time, he developed capsule collections 
and creative projects for Nike and UNIqLO. 
In 2010 FOB is appointed creative director of 
Lacoste. He remains showing his ready to wear line in 
Paris (since 2009).  Felipe is one the few designers of 
his generation that combines his own brand with the 
direction of a big fashion house.
His highly architectural clothes that blend easily 
sportswear, couture, functional clothing and high 
tech and classic luxurious fabrics make him a very 
singular voice in the fashion spectrum.

Liesbeth abbenes
visual artist, Scheltens & Abbenes, Amsterdam

maurice Scheltens
photographer, Scheltens & Abbenes, Amsterdam

In 2002, Maurice Scheltens (1972) & Liesbeth 
Abbenes (1970) put an ampersand between their 
names, to visualize and consolidate their working 
relationship. Since Scheltens is both an applied and 
an autonomous still-life photographer, and Abbenes 
is an autonomous artist with the skill of a traditional 
craftsman.

The first collaborative projects arose from their 
mutual recognition of shared attitudes and similar 
approaches to conceptualization and solution-led 
thinking, regardless of whether they are editing 
or tackling commissioned or independent artistic 
work. They are certainly a match for each other in 
this respect, which makes their collaboration a solid 
partnership, a consummate symbiosis, in which 

individual credits would be out of place.

Their oeuvre consists of still lifes featuring virtually 
every kind of tangible material, from folded shirts 
and fragile flowers to huge furniture constellations 
that fill entire rooms. The whole working process − 
from concept to execution – takes place in the studio. 
With a great feeling for subtle distinctions, the artists 
produce settings in which objects are constantly being 
rearranged or assembled into harmonious images.
In their work they experiment with converting 
spatial dimensions into flat surfaces. They explore 
intensively photography’s potential for creating 
illusion and push it to the limits.

In addition to their independent exhibtion works, the 
duo also show their projects in cultural institutions 
such as Galliera musée de la Mode Paris, museum of 
photography Foam Amsterdam and the Kunsthal in 
Rotterdam.

Their clients include Valentino, Hermes, COS, Louis 
Vuiton, Arper, Scholten & Baijings and Yves Saint 
Laurent, and magazines such as Fantastic Man, The 
Gentlewomen, Pin-Up, The Plant and New York Times 
Style Magazine.

Scheltens & Abbenes won the 2012 ICP Infinity 
Award, in New York, in the ‘Fashion and Applied’ 
category.

Imran amed
founder and editor in chief, , The Business of Fashion, 
London

Imran Amed is a fashion business adviser, writer 
and entrepreneur, and is Founder and Editor of The 
Business of Fashion.
Bringing a unique understanding of the creative and 
commercial sides of fashion, Imran has emerged as 
one of the fashion industry’s leading thinkers on 
digital media. In his consulting work for international 
luxury brands, private equity firms and high-potential 
start-ups, he acts as a bridge between the industry’s 
most gifted creative and business talent and shapes 
strategies for the new digital reality.
Imran enjoys discovering new fashion talent. He is an 
Associate Lecturer at Central St Martin’s College of 
Art & Design. He has been invited to sit on juries at 
international fashion competitions and art colleges 

Jury
— 2013
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including The Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Antwerp 
and the Austrian Fashion Awards in Vienna.
Imran’s expertise is regularly called upon by the 
international fashion and business media, including 
CNN, BBC, The New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal, and Women’s Wear Daily. His writing has 
been published in the Financial Times, Wallpaper*, 
Vogue India, 032c and Style.com.
In 2011, Imran was named to British Gq’s list of the 
100 Most Influential Men in Britain, Indian Gq’s list 
of the 50 Most Influential Global Indians, British 
Vogue’s list of 25 New Fashion Faces to Watch and 
Net-a-Porter’s top 10 Global Blog Power List. In 2012 
he was named to Wired UK’s list of the 100 most 
influential figures in Britain’s digital economy and 
was number one on Gq India’s list of the Best Dressed 
Global Indians.
Imran sits on the Digital and Fashion 2012 
Menswear committees of the British Fashion 
Council and the Board of Dasra, India’s leading 
strategic philanthropy foundation. Previously, he 
was a management consultant at McKinsey & Co. 
He has an MBA from Harvard Business School and a 
B.Com from McGill University. He holds British and 
Canadian citizenship.

Barbara Coutinho
director, MUDE - the Museum of Design and Fashion, 
Lisbon

Bárbara Coutinho (Lisbon, 1971)
Director and Programmer of MUDE – Design and 
Fashion Museum, Francisco Capelo Collection.
Invited Lecturer in the Superior Technical Institute 
(IST), where she teaches the disciplines of Theory, 
Critics and History of Architecture. She collaborates 
in the Master of Curatorial Studies in Faculty of Fine 
Arts (FBAUL) and in the Master of Space Studies 
and Dwelling in Architecture in the Faculty of 
Architecture (UTL), teaching modules on museums 
and the transformation of contemporary exhibition/
creation spaces through the twentieth century.
Master in Contemporary Art History at the Faculty 
of Humanities and Social Sciences (UNL) with the 
dissertation “Carlos Ramos (1897-1969). Work, 
thought and action. – The search for compromise 
between Modernism and Tradition”. Develops her 
PhD on exhibition space in museums of the twenty-
first century.
She has participated in conferences and seminars 

about contemporary art and design, museums and 
architecture, signing a number of critical essays about 
this subjects, namely in the magazine arq./a.
Scientific Programmer and Program coordinator 
of Training Courses of Contemporary and Modern 
Art, Design and Architecture in the CCB Foundation 
(2003 to 2006). Coordinator of Educational 
Services in CCB Foundation (1998 to 2006), function 
where she designed, planned and coordinated the 
cultural and educational program of the Temporary 
Exhibitions in the Exhibition Centre in the Design 
Museum.

mark Holgate
fashion news director , Vogue US, New York

Mark Holgate, born in Edinburgh, UK, resident 
of New York for 14 years. Currently Fashion News 
Director of US Vogue, and have worked at Vogue for 
a decade. Before that, was Fashion Director of New 
York magazine, and before that, Fashion Features 
Editor of British Vogue. Studied for a Masters Degree 
in Design History at the Royal College of Art and 
Victoria and Albert Museum in London. Currently 
resides in Brooklyn.

Paula Reed
fashion director, Harvey Nichols, London

Paula Reed joined the senior management team at 
Harvey Nichols in September 2012, bringing with her 
a wealth of experience gained in a number of Fashion 
Director roles across key fashion titles including The 
Sunday Times, Harpers & queen, InStyle UK and 
Grazia. Paula joined Harvey Nichols after stepping 
down from her role as Style Director for Grazia 
magazine where, since its launch in 2005, she played 
a key part in creating the UK’s first weekly glossy 
magazine and developing its fashion editorial tone. 
Her broad experience in fashion complements what 
Harvey Nichols represents, from the most exclusive 
luxury brands to the more accessible levels of fashion.

Delphine Roche
associate editor in chief, Numéro magazine, Paris
Following an education in photography and literature, 
Delphine Roche became a freelance journalist for 
Numéro and Le Figaro, creating portraits of designers 
and writing trend analyses. Today, she is associate 

Jury
— 2013
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editor-in-chief at Numéro magazine.

Floriane de Saint Pierre
CEO, Floriane de Saint Pierre & Associés, Paris

Graduate of the ESSEC Business school, Floriane 
de Saint Pierre started her career at Christian Dior 
Couture within the Finance department. In 1990 she 
joined an Anglo-Saxon executive-search firm and 
decided that same year to start Floriane de Saint 
Pierre & Associés. Today, Floriane de Saint Pierre & 
Associés is the leading independent executive-search 
firm for strong brands, notably in the media and 
luxury sectors. Floriane de Saint Pierre & Associés 
operates in Europe, the USA, and in Asia, and has 
offices in Paris, Milan, Shanghai, as well as a new 
office opening in Hong Kong. Floriane de Saint Pierre 
has lectured at the Institut Français de la Mode 
(IFM) since 1990, at the ESSEC Business school as 
part of the MBA in Luxury Brand Management since 
its creation, and was also responsible for founding 
the “Introduction to Careers in the Luxury sector” 
course at Sciences Po, where she is a senior lecturer. 
She is a member of the board of the French American 
Foundation. In 2007, Floriane de Saint Pierre was 
made a Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur.

Jury
— 2013
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Three prizes will be awarded :

- The Première Vision Jury Grand Prize, which consists of a grant of 15.000 euros
- The Chloé Prize Prize which consists of a grant of 15.000 euros
- The Public Prize of the City of Hyères

Many of the Festival’s partners participate in granting the prizes : Mercedes-Benz, Groupe Galeries Lafayette, 
Petit Bateau, Givandan, Eyes on Talents, Camper, Catwalk Pictures. 

The Première Vision show has invited the selected entrants to its show on the 12th - 16th February 2013, in 
order to put them in touch with exhibitors who may wish to offer them the raw materials for the creation of their 
collections, destined for the festival (as mentionned on the previous pages). 
All of the selected candidates will benefit from the support of the Festival’s partners : original printed fabrics 
will be on offer by Puntoseta and crystals from the SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS collection. 
The candidates had the opportunity to visit the stand of the Woolmark Company to view the Wool Lab PE2014 - 
Resource Guide, trends and supply materials made   of Merino wool.
EUROVET is responsible for introducing the designers participating in the 2013 Hyères Festival to high-end 
fashion manufacturers «  Made in France » who may help in the creation of their designs. 

PREmIÈRE VISION
Première Vision, the World’s Premier Fabric ShowTM, is strengthening its partnership with the 
Festival by awarding, beginning this edition, the Première Vision Grand Jury Prize. In addition 
to the 15,000-euros prize awarded to the winner, Première Vision also accompanies the finalists 
in their creative process. Because one of Première Vision’s core values is supporting creativity. 
Candidates are put in direct contact with exhibitors at the Première Vision, Expofil and 
ModAmont shows, giving them privileged access to the products - yarns, fabrics and accessories - 
of these top international companies.
The winner is also provided a high level of visibility in terms of international fashion professionals 
at both Première Vision New York (July) and Première Vision Paris (September).

— www.premierevision.com

fasHion aWards
— 2013
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CHLOé
Last October, Chloé celebrated sixty years of creation, style and attitudes and to mark the  
occasion saw its precious archives, revealed for the very first time in the exhibition Chloé. 
Attitudes, at the Palais de Tokyo, Paris, curated and designed by Judith Clark. 
 
This anniversary year is an occasion for Chloé to pay tribute to Gaby Aghion, its passionate and 
visionary founder as well as the prestigious designers that have contributed in defining the  
Chloé attitude.
 
In April 2013 and for the second consecutive year, Chloé will be the official partner of the  Festival  
d’Hyères, encouraging young creative talents, as Gaby Aghion did in the 50s, entrusting the style of 
the House to young designers and encouraging them to design for a free, active and elegant  
woman.  
 
The brief will be much the same for the ten participants of the 2013 Festival where they will be  
invited to create a silhouette true to the Chloé attitude, incarnating modern femininity  
and elegance. 
The Chloé winning prize is a grant of 15,000 euros.
 
— www.chloé.com
— www.chloé.com/alphabet

mERCEDES-BENz
Within its international designer exchange program, Mercedes-Benz has been supporting 
upcoming designers from various Mercedes-Benz fashion platforms around the globe.
As partner of the prestigious International Festival of Fashion and Photography of Hyères 
for the second time, Mercedes-Benz gives an outstanding opportunity to one contestant in 
the designer competition, who will be invited to showcase his or her collection at the next 
Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Berlin in July 2013, staged in cooperation with German ELLE. 
Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Berlin takes place from July 2nd to 5th 2013.

— www.mercedes-benz.com/fashion

fasHion aWards
— 2013
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GROuPE GaLERIES LaFaYETTE
The International Festival of Fashion and Photography stands stronger in the Galeries  
Lafayette Toulon!
The Galeries Lafayette group, a Villa Noailles partner since 2007, became the first sponsor  
ever to support the institution’s programming as a whole in 2011.

Aware of its intermediary role, the group is proud to reinforce its support in the International 
Festival of Fashion and Photography by offering visibility to the award winning creations.  
For one month, the Galeries Lafayette Toulon give Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka & Tiia Siren,  
winners of the Grand Prix 2012 and Ragne Kikas, winner of the Prix Première Vision 2012 carte 
blanche in their windows display. The public will discover in exclusivity the new collections  
of the winners who will hold their new fashion show during the festival.
To extend this invitation, videos will be shown inside the store to illustrate the universe  
and creations of former winners.

Since 2011, this support allows for a wider visibility of designers toward the inhabitants of Toulon 
and its region. According to the scheduling of the Villa Noailles, the partnership also includes 
orders to artists selected by the institutions for future collaborations with the department store 
during the Design Parade Festival and other high points of the Villa Noailles’ programming.

— www.groupegalerieslafayette.fr/en/

PETIT BaTEau
PETIT BATEAU will collaborate with the grand prize winner on one or more of its flagship 
products for adults, such as the marinière, underwear or the iconic tank top.
PETIT BATEAU will manufacture the clothes designed by the winner and distribute them 
in selected stores worldwide.
The clothes from this collaboration will also be presented and sold the following year in Hyères. 
PETIT BATEAU will guide the winner in his research by revealing its collections and industry 
know-how. 
The winner will also receive a percentage of the sales from this collaboration.

— www.petit-bateau.com

SwaROVSKI ELEmENTS
SwaROVSKI ELEmENTS: design inspiration today and tomorrow. 
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS plays a leading inspirational role in the world of design. SWAROVSKI  
ELEMENTS supports the 28th edition of Hyères by providing crystal. All of the selected  
candidates will benefit from the support of the Festival’s partners: crystals from the SWAROVSKI  
ELEMENTS collection.

— www.swarovski-elements.com

fasHion aWards
— 2013
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GIVauDaN
Givaudan has created a perfume for each of the ten competing stylists. Each stylist has worked 
with a perfumer from Givaudan in order to create a perfume which captures the essence of their 
collection. These perfumes will be presented during the festival

— www.givaudan.com

CamPER
The Camper shoe brand will offer one of the ten stylists a ten days long workshop in Majorca at the 
Camper foundation. The chosen stylist will be selected during the festival at Hyères.

— www.camper.com

EYES ON TaLENTS
Eyes on Talents, the online platform used by global design-led brands and publications to discover 
and connect with today’s best talent is pleased to partner for the first time this year with the 
internationally renowned Festival of Hyeres.
All finalists of each category will be invited to have their page with profile and online portfolio on 
Eyes on Talents. Festival of Hyeres Winners will benefit in addition with special communication 
towards Eyes on Talents member brands. 

— www.eyesontalents.com

maDE IN FRaNCE
EUROVET puts designers taking part in the Festival de Hyères 2013 in touch with high-end Made 
in France exhibitors who will manufacture their creations.
A number of top French manufacturers will put their expertise at the service of the award 
nominees’ creativity: including Atelier Style couture, Bonneterie Chanteclair, FIM, L’atelier 
d’Ariane, LCC Lazar Cuckovic and Simon Fonlup, drawing on their know-how to create the Festival 
catwalk show’s most technically sophisticated pieces. 
In September, this Made in France/Festival de Hyères partnership of excellence will be in the 
spotlight at the next ZOOM by Fatex (Première Vision Pluriel), where the Festival catwalk show 
will be broadcast and this manufacturing partnership promoted and developed.

— www.eurovet.fr

fasHion aWards
— 2013
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PuNTOSETa
Puntoseta, the Italian fabrics company, has offered support to the ten selected stylists, by 
providing each of them with and/or manufacturing for them a special fabric. It will also offer 
the prize-winners (Grand Prix du Jury, etc.) the opportunity of creating a personalised fabric 
for their next collection.

— www.puntoseta.com

CaTwaLK PICTuRES
Catwalk Pictures offers to the Grand Prix award winner, the pictures of its next fashion show 
during Paris fashion week.

— www.catwalkpictures.com

fasHion aWards
— 2013
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PaLaIS DE TOKYO
Live broadcast of the catwalk show on Saturday 27 April
The Palais de Tokyo, extended and renovated, and now more than ever open towards emerging 
creativity, in collaboration with the villa Noailles, French epicentre of fashion and young design, 
invite you to the Palais de Tokyo where the catwalk shows of the 28th International Festival of 
Fashion and Photography at Hyères will be broadcast live.
A Palais de Tokyo / villa Noailles winner will be selected by the audience, who will be able to 
witness, in real time, the ten candidates’ designs during a live link-up.
Event partners: The Woolmark Company, Galeries Lafayette.
- www.palaisdetokyo.com

PLaCE maSSILLON, HYÈRES
The catwalk shows taking place on Saturday 27 April will also be broadcast live, for free, to the 
general public, on the façade of the Tour des Templiers, place Massillon. During this event, the 
shops on the place Massillon will remain open until the conclusion of the catwalk shows.

THéâTRE LIBERTé, TOuLON
The Théâtre Liberté in Toulon, under the direction of Charles and Philippe Berling, is partnering 
with the Festival and will be broadcasting the catwalk shows live on Saturday 27 April. 
Arrangements will be in place that will allow the general public to gain free access to two areas 
where the shows will be screened: in the lobby via a big screen and in the more intimate setting of 
the theatre bar. The LED screen on the façade of the theatre will also be broadcasting the catwalk 
shows, which will be visible from the place de la Liberté.
Thanks to this new partnership, the general public will enjoy direct access to the Festival. The 
exhibition displaying the winners of the 2012 Festival in the windows of the Galeries Lafayette will 
echo these broadcasts from across the other side of the place de la Liberté.

SITES PaRTENaIRES 
Videos and photos will be available on our partner sites throughout the Festival.

- www.vogue.fr
- www.filepmotwary.com
- www.thestimuleye.com

BroadCast
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Ragne Kikas / 
Prix Première Vision 
2012
—

In April 2012, the jury of the 27th International Festival of 
Fashion and Photography at Hyères awarded the Première Vision 
Prize to Ragne Kikas. Consisting of a 15 000 euros grant for 
artistic creation, this prize also allowed the designer to present 
her collection at the 2012 Première Vision shows in July in New 
York and in September in Paris.
In October 2012 Ragne Kikas joined Yohji Yamamoto’s design 
team in Japan.

Ragne Kikas also won the Public and Town of Hyères Prize.

Ragne Kikas will be showing her new collection during the 
catwalk shows in Hyères and at the Galeries Lafayette in Toulon.

Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka 
& Tiia Sirén /
Grand prix du jury l’Oréal Professionnel
2012
—

The jury of the 27th International Festival of Fashion and 
Photography, presided over by Yohji Yamamoto, awarded the 
2012 Grand Prize to the trio of Laitinen, Raasakka, and Sirén. 
The prize consisted of a 15 000 euros grant. The Grand Prize, 
along with assistance from many of the Festival’s partners, has 
allowed them to create a new collection which will be presented 
for the first time in April 2013 during the catwalk shows, as well 
as in a showroom in Hyères, and at the Galeries Lafayette in 
Toulon.

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Ventures, 
LMA Alitecno, Miguel Alemany, Dinamo, Tessuti Frizza,
Sfate & Combier, Pizval, HOH Hoferhecht Stickereien, Stib 19, 
Puntoseta.
Cristals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.

© Etienne Tordoir © Etienne Tordoir
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Steven Tai / 
Prix Chloé
2012
—

The jury of the 27th International Festival of Fashion and 
Photography at Hyères awarded the 2012 Chloé Prize to Steven 
Tai. These outfits were created by the competing designers 
specifically for this prize and were exhibited during a show in 
April 2012.

Steven Tai was also chosen to take part in the Camper shoes 
workshop in Majorca, in June 2012.

Mercedes-Benz invited him to show his designs on the catwalk 
during the Berlin Fashion Week in July 2012.

Steven Tai’s new collection will be on display as a part of the 
showroom The Formers.

Lucas Sponchiado / 
Prix du Public Palais de Tokyo / 
villa Noailles
2012
—

In 2012 the Hyères Festival catwalk shows were broadcast during 
a live link-up with the Palais de Tokyo, in Paris, following which 
the audience were invited to vote for their own winner: Lucas 
Sponchiado.
Once again, the Palais de Tokyo / villa Noailles Public Prize will 
be chosen by the audience.

© Etienne Tordoir © Etienne Tordoir
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Shortlisted photographers

LENa amuaT & zOë mEYER
Switzerland

EmILE BaRRET
France

PETROS EFSTaTHIaDIS 
Greece

DaVID FaVROD 
Switzerland

DOmINIC HawGOOD 
United Kingdom

GRaCE KIm 
United States

JOHN maNN 
United States

aNNa ORLOwSKa
Poland

PETER PuKLuS 
Hungary

EVa STENRam
Sweden

10 pHotograpHers
— 2013
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CHaRLES FRéGER 
photographer, Rouen, France.  
President of the Jury

DaVID CamPaNY
writer, curator, London, United Kindgom

aRIaNE BRauN
deputy director of publishing, Kherer, 
Heidelberg, Germany

REIN DESLé 
curator, FoMu (FotoMuseum), Antwerp, 
Belgium

OLIVIa GIDEON THOmSON 
founder & director, We Folk,  
London, United Kingdomi

COLIN GREENwOOD
musician, London, United Kingdom

KaREN LaNGLEY
fashion stylist, London, United Kingdom

JEaN-FRaNçOIS LEPaGE 
photographer, Paris, France

ISaBELLE mOCq-ORaIN 
head of art buying, BETC, Paris, France

PaTRICK SCaLLON 
communication director,  
Dries Van Noten, Paris, France

JéRômE SOTHER
artistic diretor, GwinZegal,  
Saint-Brieuc, France

Photography curatorship

RaPHaëLLE STOPIN  
JEaN-PIERRE BLaNC
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Lena amuat & zoë meyer
Switzerland
—

Lena Amuat and Zoe Meyer examine the way models serve 
the purpose of rendering established facts and knowledge 
visible for the purpose of transmission.This acquisition of 
‘reality’ by means of conserving, measuring, copying and 
reproducing as well as questioning the relationship between fact 
and fiction, model and reality, original and copy, knowledge 
and perception, form the basis of our artistic focus.

Apart from investigating concepts of modelling in science, 
Amuat and Meyer are also appropriating artefacts and models 
which do not have any bearing in the scientific world and whose 
meaning and impact is rooted in ritual, cultic, fetish or religious 
contexts.In the style of encyclopaedic cabinets of curiosities 
(«Wunderkammern»), they devise a subjective world-view in 
which elements from science, religion, nature, and art are re-
combined. They focus on diverging strategies of collecting and 
varying models of representation and attempt to reformulate 
scientific conceptions from an artistic point of view. They regard 
their work in this context as a highly subjective, ever-expanding 
image archive which is continually modified and reconfigured by 
varying spatial arrangements and site-specific presentations.

Lena Amuat and Zoe Meyer are both graduates from the 
University of Arts, Zurich. They have had exhibitions in 
different European galleries including thr Kuntshalle, 
(Bern), the Helmhaus (Zurich) and the Galerie Thomas 
Flor (Dusseldorf). Both currently reside in Berlin.

www.lenaamuat-zoemeyer.com

Emile Barret
France
—

Emile Barret examines a «Triple Body», A Contemporary Atlas of 
Human Body Processes.

According to him, notions of the body are exhibitions of the 
body. Its critical intelligibility, the social footprint it leaves, the 
curvature of sound, of sternocleidomastoid sounds, of its orgasms, 
a micro-narrative pact, the reincarnation of our principles in glory 
and misery, compassion and violence, proximity and distance, 
retroactions of deviations and differences.

An X array table, negligence, a tool, laser extension of the fingers.
But the true body does not exist through representation ecause 
any representation is a metaphor of the body and because every 
representation is a metaphor for life. How can one not attempt 
to read it? How not to try to describe it? Will one ever see every 
side?
Through his work, Emile reveals that he is afraid of death, on 
a mental and bodily level. He points out however that we often 
interpret absence as restful.

Emile Barret, French, was awarded in 2012 a bachelor degree 
in Visual Communication, specializing in photography, at the 
Ecole Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne. In 2011 he exhibited at the 
Photforum Pasquart in Switzerland where he won the Photoforum 
prize. In the same year, he also exhibited in the Paroisse house in 
Switzerland (Made in le Locle).

www.emilebarret.com
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Petros Efstathiadis
Greece
—

Petros Efstathiadis’ work is based on the creation of sculptures 
and sets using an array of primitive raw materials he finds in 
the village where he grew up in Greece. ‘The performance’ 
is a playful representation of strange personalities, their 
unique experiences, their dreams, ambitions, hopes 
and failures… Once documented and photographed, the 
sculptures are dismantled and returned to their normal 
everyday state. The only thing remaining is the photograph, 
a document of the distorted memory which idealizes a 
country seeking an identity between East and West…

In « Bombs », Efstathiadis explores the modern paranoia 
that exists within society. There is an underlying frustration 
experienced by young people in relation to the expectations 
and misplaced values of roles in society. Efstathiadis explains 
that there was a time when the riots in Greece were seen as a 
show put on for the media. Petrol bombs everywhere, Athens 
was on fire. But the bombs that he creates are like children’s 
toys, they reflect war and fear, yet are completely harmless 
- a powerful and peaceful response to the absurd nature of 
modern day society which is in a state of general confusion. .

A graduate from the University of Farnham (Great Britain), 
Petros Efstathiadis lives in his native country, Greece. He 
contributed towards a collective exhibition at Xippas gallery 
in Athens in 2009 (Realities and Plausibilities) and in 2011 
at the Ego gallery (Where the wild ones are), Barcelona. 
He has also published in Wallpaper* and Monocle. 

www.petrosefstathiadis.com

David Favrod
Switzerland
—

David « Takashi » Favrod was born in Kobe, Japan, of a Japanese 
mother and a Swiss father. When he was 6 months old, his parents 
decided to move to to Vionnaz, a small village in Switzerland, in 
the Lower Valais. As his father had to travel a lot for work, he was 
mostly raised by his mother who taught him about her principles 
and culture.

When he was 18, he requested dual nationality from the Japanese 
embassy, but they refused. This series was created as a result of 
a feeling of rejection linked to this refusal and a desire to prove 
that he is as much Japanese as he is Swiss. Gaijin is a fictional 
narrative, a tool for Favrod’s quest for identity, where self-portrait 
implies an intimate and solitary relationship that he has with 
himself. The mirror image is frozen in a figurative alter ego that 
serves as an anchor point.

Favrod explains that the aim of this work is to create his “own 
Japan», in Switzerland, from memories of journeys when he was 
young, his mother’s stories, popular and traditional culture and 
his grandparents’ war narratives.

Having completed his studies in photography and art direction at 
the Cantonale School in Lausanne, Favrod went on to exhibit in 
various galleries in Switzerland and elsewhere, in particular at the 
John Schmid Gallery, (Switzerland) and the Aperture Foundation 
(New York).

www.davidfavrod.com
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Dominic Hawgood
United Kingdom
—

Dominic Hawgood explores the idea of faith in very different 
ways, furthering his interest in the boundaries between studio 
and location, and states of consciousness. His series « The 
Conversation » investigates the niche Christian practice of 
‘speaking in tongues’, considered a sacred language by some 
minorities. He worked with two subjects over a number of 
weeks, meeting regularly in order to watch them pray. What 
he captured were moments whilst they spoke in tongues, 
almost meditative in nature, and an important expression 
of their faith. « The Conversation » was created during an 
artistic residency in 2012 in Centraltrak, Dallas, Texas.
English photographer, Dominic Hawgood is based in London 
and a graduate of the English Royal College of Art in 2012. 
He was given a prize by the Magenta Foundation (Canada) 
as part of their festival Flash Forward in 2010 and the year 
before by the festival Rhubarb Rhubarb in Birmingham.

www.dominichawgood.com

Grace Kim
United States
—
With « Constellations », Grace Kim imagines existential, poetic 
landscapes where different narratives of time, geography, 
and consciousness are manifested. The images are symbolic 
conditions, constructed through a process of photography and 
digital collage. Grace Kim pieces together fragments of footage 
collected from her travels and everyday wanderings, as well 
as some that she has sourced online.She is interested in the 
sensitivity of collage because it seems to echo the process by 
which memory is constructed—through selective fragments 
of inclusion-exclusion, intuition, and personal projection. 
The images reflect her deep interest in Buddhist philosophy 
and quantum theory. They explore a threshold of seeing and 
perceiving, the physical and the mystical—bringing into form that 
which is unseen, unperceivable—but perhaps, in a poetic way, 
more real and reality itself. Kim is searching for beauty, always, 
amid a kind of emptiness of existence but it is just a perceived 
emptiness. On the surface it might appear empty but actually 
it is manifesting the possibilities of things that we don’t see 
or recognize, that maybe are in our imagination, or in another 
dimension. Time and space have no beginning or end and the 
cycles of life and evolution manifest simultaneously. As Bills 
Hicks once said, “All matter is merely energy condensed to a slow 
vibration and we are all one consciousness experiencing itself 
subjectively. There is no such thing as death, life is only a dream, 
and we are the imagination of ourselves.”
Grace Kim graduated from the School of Visual Arts (NY), from 
the International Center of Photography (NY) and is currently 
stuyding a doctorat in philosophy at the University of Saas-Fée in 
Switzerland. In 2012 she appeared in the magazine FOAM Talent 
and exhibits at the Dean Project Gallery in New York as part of a 
prize of the foundation for visual arts AHL. Originally from the 
US, the artist currently lives in Berlin. 

www.grace-kim.com
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John mann 
United States
—

John Mann examines the intense light seen by the very first 
arctic explorers. By using the photographic still life to visualize 
the sense of foreign light, the black and white images provide 
abstractions of the light and minimalist landscape foreign to 
human eyes. Images from this project explore the desolation of 
the landscape that is obscured or revealed by the light, and the 
methods used to understand the distant and foreign land. The 
project developed from an ongoing interest in the ability to make 
photographs of distant lands to which the mind has travelled, but 
the body has not yet been.

American John Mann graduated in photography from the 
University of New Mexico. In particular, he has exhibited at 
the Katonah Museum of Art (Mapping: Memory and Motion in 
Contemporary Art, 2010), in Columbia College Chicago (The 
World as Text, 2010), and at Maryland Art Place, Baltimore 
(Photographic Transformations, 2010).

www.rockpapercloud.com

anna Orlowska
Poland
—

Anna Orlowska’s work is full of tension and ambiguity. She 
photographs man existing between his natural state and the role 
attributed to him within society. The human being appears in her 
work subject to various internal conflicts, author of the strangest 
discoveries, records and acts. We come across a strange 
paradox: mechanical reproduction of reality, as a product of our 
civilization, mingled with mental image - a kind of a phantom. 
If there is no clear narrative which serves as a link between the 
images, Orlowska brings to life a story of human madness. From 
one image to another, she flits between reality and illusion.

In 2011, Anna Orlowska graduated from the national film school 
of Lodz, Poland. She has exhibited in various galleries across 
Europe including the Lookout gallery in Warsaw (2012) and for 
the Voies Off Screening, (2012), Arles, France. She also exhibited 
in New York for the show entitled ‘Tomorrow’s photographers 
today,’ at the Aperture Foundation (2010).

www.annaorlowska.com
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Peter Puklus
Hungary
—

Dreamlike symbols, mock-ups, installations, ready-mades ; 
with Handbook to the Stars, Peter Puklus builds a photo-
documentation of a sculpture experiment, resembling the 
form and light exercises of the 20s avant-garde. Handbook to 
the Stars is an attempt to visualize the infinitely flexible and 
tricky associative capacity of our brain. Puklus chose not to 
leave his studio during the making of this series, but to commit 
himself with body and soul to his vision and observations, in the 
company of trash and bric-a-brac, in complete isolation from the 
outside world. Following inner voices, he reveals and gives body 
to deep, unknown, invisible relationships and conspiracies. This 
project is also published in book form.

In 2009, Peter Puklus completed DLA studies in photography 
at the Doctoral School of MOME, in Budapest, Hungary. He has 
most recently exhibited at the Robert Morat Gallery in Hamburg, 
Germany (Jedentag, 2012) and also completed a solo show at the 
Lumen Gallery in Budapest.

www.peterpuklus.com

Eva Stenram
Sweden
—

In the series « Drape », Eva Stenram uses vintage pin-up 
photographs as her source material. She sought out images from 
the 50s and 60s in which women are posed in (semi) domestic 
sets in front of curtains or drapes. Manipulating these, she 
extended the curtains to partially obscure the women, re-
enforcing the former’s role as a marker between public and 
private. The curtain vacillates between striptease-drape and 
blind or shutter.

The background, meanwhile, envelops the focal point, and the 
foreground slips into the background. With « Drape », Stenram 
was looking to produce aesthetically strange images – images 
that were clearly manipulated without it being clear to what 
extent – images that were slightly blurred where they should be 
in focus – images in which the gaze of the viewer is deflected 
and redirected, putting an overlooked part of the image in the 
spotlight. The model still teases the viewer to look at the picture 
and pay attention.
The square images submitted all derive from original medium-
format negatives; the final three-colour images are derived from 
the 1960s men’s magazine Cavalcade and will retain a smaller 
size and a rougher aesthetic to the manipulation.

Eva Stenram graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2003 
with an MA in photography. She is currently based in London 
but has exhibited internationally including shows at the Victoria 
& Albert museum (UK), Seoul Museum of Art (South Korea) and 
the Bhau Daji Lad Mumbai City Museum (India). In 2012 she was 
nominated for the Les Rencontres d’Arles Discovery Award.

www.evastenram.co.uk
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Charles Fréger
Charles Fréger is a graduate of the Rouen Art 
School. He has devoted himself to the poetic and 
anthropological representation of social groups 
such as athletes, school children, the armed forces, 
etc. His work offers a reflection upon the image of 
contemporary youth in the context of communities. 
Charles Fréger is also the founder of the artistic 
network Piece of Cake (www.pocproject.com). 
Throughout 2013, Charles Fréger will be exhibiting 
his series Wilder Mann revealing different portrayals 
of the wild man at MacVal museum, at the Yossi 
Milo gallery (NY) and at Hermès gallery (NY). A 
retrospective of his photographic portraits and 
uniforms was held in 2012 at the Cherbourg Centre 
Photographique, and will soon feature at the Musée 
Nicéphore Niepce in Châlon. The artist also founded 
the Piece of Cake network 
- www.pocproject.com

ariane Braun
Ariane Braun studied art history and musicology 
in Heidelberg and Siena / Italy. She is the project 
manager and deputy publishing manager of Kehrer 
Verlag in Heidelberg / Germany. Founded in 1995, 
this publishing house specialises in the fields of 
visual arts and photography, and supervises specialist 
publications and photo books in close collaboration 
with international artists, authors and cultural 
institutions.

David Campany 
David Campany is a writer, curator and artist. His 
publications include Art and Photography (Phaidon, 
2003) Photography and Cinema (Reaktion, 2008), 
Jeff Wall: Picture for Women (Afterall/MIT 2011), 
Walker Evans: The Magazine Work (Steidl, 2013) 
and the artist’s book Gasoline (MACK, 2013). In 
2010 he co-curated Anonymes: Unnamed America in 
Photography and Film for Le Bal, Paris. In 2013 he 
will curate exhibitions of the work of Mark Neville 
and Victor Burgin. He teaches at the University of 
Westminster, London.

Rein Deslé
Rein Deslé is curator at the FotoMuseum of Antwerp 
(FoMu) in Belgium. she curated several exhibitions 
over the past three years, ranging from large theme 

shows to solo exhibitions (American Documents, 
Imaging History, Peter Lindbergh, Elinor Carucci, 
Charles Fréger...). She is also editor of the museum 
magazines EXTRA and .tiff. Previous to the FoMu, 
Rein Deslé worked for five years at the Lieven Gevaert 
Research Centre for Photography of the University 
of Leuven. She is frequently invited as a juror for 
photography competitions and photography students. 
She is also a reviewer of the online magazine Image 
[&] Narrative.

Colin Greenwood
Colin Greenwood plays bass guitar with the English 
group Radiohead. He enjoys photographing the 
other band members on tour, and is interested in the 
history of photography. He has recently come back 
from working with the South Africa based Children’s 
Radio Foundation ( www.childrensradiofoundation.
org/), and enjoyed documenting his trip on 
- http://crf.waste.uk.com/.

Jean-François Lepage
Jean-François Lepage started up in the world of 
photography at the beginning of the 80s, first as 
an advertising and fashion assistant. More familiar 
with Eugene Smith and Robert Franck than with 
fashion photographers, he nevertheless, quickly got 
caught up in this world, photographing still lives and 
portraits for magazines. He went on to collaborate 
with the magazine Jill, and then with Condé Nast 
Italy. In the 90s, he stopped working for the press 
in order to devote himself entirely to painting and 
drawing. In 2001, he began again his work as a 
fashion photographer with the influx of many new 
photography publications. Jean-François Lepage does 
fashion photography on the razor’s edge. His images, 
with their bare compositions - solitary figures, no 
accessories, immersed in an endless lunar landscape 
or a vast, almost empty white house - express a brand 
of minimalism seldom seen in fashion photography.

Karen Langley
Karen Langley is a London-based fashion editor well 
known for her inventive and singular style.
After shaping the voice and vision of Dazed & 
Confused as its Fashion Director, Karen is now the 
Senior Contributing Fashion Editor of the publication 
as well as Contributing Fashion Editor at AnOther 

Jury
— 2013
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Magazine. Karen also contributes independently 
to a variety of prestigious publications worldwide 
including several Condé Nast / Vogue titles, Purple 
Magazine, and US Harper’s Bazaar. She collaborates 
with a number of world-renowned photographers 
including Glen Luchford, Daniel Jackson, Alasdair 
McLellan, Collier Schorr, and Mark Segal, as well 
as noted art photographers Noboyushi Araki, Ryan 
McGinley, and Tierney Gearon. Karen’s client list 
includes Edun, Armani, Burberry, Diesel, Nike, 
Levi’s,Topshop, Uniqlo, Todd Lynn, and H&M.
Karen remains active in nurturing emerging talent 
through her work with the Royal College of Art as well 
as her contribution as a member of the New Gen panel 
at the British Fashion Council.

Isabelle mocq-Orain 
After completing studies in graphic design, random 
meetings led Isabelle Mocq-Orain to discover art 
buying. For the past twelve years at BETC, after 
several years at Opera and Clm/bbdo, she worked for 
numerous brands, reaching out as much to fashion 
photographers as to artists. She also works to 
discover and expose emerging young talent to artistic 
directors. 

Patrick Scallon
Born near an Irish mountain Patrick Scallon was very, 
very bad at school sports. His main (only) flashes of 
accomplishment at boarding school were winning the 
senior year essay competition and being Captain of 
the school debating team which reached the national 
quarter-finals. He graduated from University in 
Dublin and headed pretty quickly to Brussels where 
he had a place on the «Stage» (trainee) program of 
the European Commission after which he was due to 
return to Ireland to complete his training as a lawyer. 
He never went back. Scallon has lived as an ex-patriot 
ever since and currently calls Paris home. A few years 
of professional meandering ensued in Brussels which 
found him performing as ersatz Banker, Management 
Consultant and even Head Hunter. Some of these 
roles endured for a few years before they realised 
he was not for them. Before beginning to offer 
an English speaking helping hand at then Martin 
Margiela (now known as Maison Martin Margiela) in 
1993 his preferred role in Brussels was that of copy-
writer and occasional speechwriter. At Margiela that 
helping hand was initially requested and offered for 

3 weeks which became 3 months and subsequently 
three and finally sixteen years. The evolution of his 
role began as press-sample box packer and faxer 
supremo and ended as Communications Director 
and eventually Artistic Director Communications. 
In 2008 he was happy and relieved to join Dries 
Van Noten as Communications Director. Today he 
commutes between Paris and Antwerp almost weekly. 
With Van Noten Scallon has been very happy to find 
that an independent passion for fashion and clothing 
still exists. He continues to treat exercise with 
profound suspicion, though a necessary evil these 
days. He drinks far too much coffee and/or wine, 
talks a lot and hates sun cream.

Jérôme Sother
Jérôme Sother graduated from the School of the 
Photography in Vevey, Switzerland. In 2006 he 
publishes his personal work in the book, Crocodile 
Tears, accompanied by a preface written by Robert 
Frank. In 2008, with Paul Cottin, he founded the 
GwinZegal Art Centre, whose main offices are in 
Guingamp, Brittanny. His role at this centre is artistic 
director. He has organized in the context of several 
exhibitions, editorial projects and artist residencies 
with artists such as Chris Killip, Malick Sidibé, Jacob 
Holdt, Raphael Dallaporta, Roman Signer, Tom 
Wood… 

Olivia Gideon Thomson
Graduating with an MA in Photography History 
& Culture, from 1995 until 2001, Olivia Gideon 
Thomson worked for Z Photography, learning how 
to produce and beginning to understand how to 
manage photographers. Between 2002 and 2003, 
she then went on to work as a consultant art buyer 
at Mother London, gaining a deeper understanding 
of the Mother Advertising world and working with 
young creatives. From 2004 until 2009, she worked 
as managing agent at Bill Charles commercial/art 
photography agency gaining the opportunity to work 
with experts in the industry including Stephen Shore, 
Jeff Mermelstein and Mitch Epstein. From 2009 until 
present, Olivia has been working as the founding 
owner of We Folk. Her work today encompasses 
fashion, advertising, editorial, private & cultural 
commissions & charity projects 

Jury
— 2013
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GRaND PRIX Du JuRY PHOTOGRaPHIE
The photography jury 2012 - constituted by international leading personalities from the art 
and publishing worlds - meets during one-by-one portfolio reviews, each of the photographers 
shortlisted in the competition. At the end of the meetings, the jury will award one of them of the 
Grand Prix du Jury Photographie, which distinguishes the originality of the author’s vision and 
artistic approach.

SCHOOL OF VISuaL aRTS
The New York School of Visual Arts is one of the most prestigious schools of applied arts & fine 
arts. Their Critical Photography Program entitled «Photo Global» is an intensive ONE-YEAR 
residency offering international participants the opportunity to work with technologically 
advanced facilities and with renowned photographers.  The function of the program is to improve 
the content of individual work of advanced photographers through critique, lectures, museum and 
gallery visits and dialogue with other participants. Seminar Leader: Marc Joseph Berg. 
Guest Photographers and Lecturers Include:  Tina Barney, Elinor Carucci, Roe Etheridge, Joseph 
Maida, Roxana Marcoci, Vik Muniz, Eva Respini, Jody quon, Dan Graham, Olaf Breuning, Eric 
Weeks and Michael Smith.
The School Of Visual Arts offers a one year Photo Global scholarship to the photographer awarded 
the Jury Prize at Hyères this year.

— www.sva.edu

LEICa PRIX PHOTO
LEICA will award the winner of the Grand Jury Prize in the Photography section with a LEICA X2 
camera and an Elmarit lens.

— www.leica-camera.com

EYES ON TaLENTS
Eyes on Talents, the online platform used by global design-led brands and publications to discover 
and connect with today’s best talent is pleased to partner for the first time this year with the 
internationally renowned Festival of Hyères.
All finalists of each category will be invited to have their page with profile and online portfolio on 
Eyes on Talents. Festival of Hyères Winners will benefit in addition with special communication 
towards Eyes on Talents member brands. 

— www.eyesontalents.com

pHotograpHy aWards
— 2013
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exHiBitions
— 2013

FELIPE OLIVEIRa BaPTISTa
Swimmingpool room, villa Noailles

CHaRLES FRéGER
Squash room, villa Noailles

GuY BOuRDIN
Presented within the context of the exhibition : 
Charles and Marie-Laure de Noailles, a life as patrons

JEaN-FRaNçOIS LEPaGE 
Tour des Templiers, city center

PIERRE DEBuSSCHERE
Gymnasium and sautoir villa Noailles

BREa SOuDERS
La Banque
hall, villa Noailles

JESSICa EaTON
Galerie Nouvelle, villa Noailles

NOVEmBRE
Parvis, villa Noailles

ELINa LaITINEN, SIIRI RaaSaKKa & TIIa SIREN
Pigeon house, villa Noailles (during the festival)
Windows, Galeries Lafayette, Toulon

RaGNE KIKaS
Windows, Galeries Lafayette, Toulon

LES OLIVaDES
Atelier Saint Bernard (during the festival)

HYÈRES FaSHION FILmS
Galeries Lafayette, Toulon

SHOwROOmS / THE FORmERS
Cour des perruches, villa Noailles
(during the festival)
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Felipe Oliveira Baptista
A screen to the brain
—
Swimmingpool room, villa Noailles

The aim is to go behind the clothes, dissect and show FOB’s 
creative process. Ideas and concepts will be showcased in 
installations through and a very strong and unexpected  
mise-en-scène. The idea is to surprise the viewer and provoke 
sensorial, aesthetic and even emotional reaction regarding their 
age, gender, interest or not in fashion.

Technology will be a key element to the mise-en-scène. FOB 
obsessional archives thousands of images, drawings, and 
collages, photos that relate to his work. Through technology 
the aim is to do an installation that goes right into is creative 
mind. « A screen to the brain » in the code name of the centre 
pièce installation that would be an enormous monster made out 
of hundreds different sized screams, that would compulsively 
and franticly display images and guide the viewer to stories. 
Fragments of stories, statements, inspirations, motivations, 
obsessions and all that a viewer does not normally see in fashion. 
The exhibition will be curate by Barbara Coutinho. Art direction 
and scenography by Alexandre de Betak.

The MUDE (Museum of design & fashion) in Lisbon invites Felipe 
Oliveira Baptista to invest the museum’s main exhibition space 
(1500m2) from September 2013 until January 2014.

Felipe Oliveira Baptista © René Habermacher
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Charles Fréger
—
L.12.12.
Squash room, villa Noailles

As the author of photographic series exploring the place 
of individuals within the community they have chosen for 
themselves (be it a water polo team, marine regiment, or group 
of technical school students),Charles Fréger has, over the past 
fifteen years, assembled a striking panorama of the survival 
and vitality in contemporary tribes. His conception and practice 
of the portrait is characterised by anthropological objectivity 
as well as poetic vision: within a community, individuality 
always emerges - with an expression, a posture, a colour – and, 
ultimately, ownership by each member of their uniform.
 
Some thirteen years after being involved with the Festival’s 
photography competition, Charles Fréger, who has published a 
dozen books, is today presenting the result of his collaboration 
with Lacoste, on the occasion of the fashion house’s 80th 
anniversary. He embarked on a genuine photographic campaign 
across France, where he met with and took portraits of 
cheerleaders, bebop dancers, pelota or capoeira players, and 
other enthusiasts of regional or international leisure pursuits 
– each one of them wearing the ubiquitous polo shirt bearing 
a green crocodile. His assignment - codenamed L-12-12, the 
number of the famous Lacoste polo shirt – follows his familiar 
objective methods and military angle, with the usual quirky 
sidestep that leads to encounters with not only tennis or golf 
players, but also carp anglers or firemen from the Château Rouge 
station.
 

In 2013, Charles Fréger, who graduated from the Rouen school of
Fine Arts, will be exhibiting his “Wilder Mann” series work at
MacVal, the Yossi Milo Gallery (NYC) and Hermès Gallery
(NYC, Berne), a body of work which examines representations
of savages across Europe. A retrospective of his photographic
portraits and uniforms was held in 2012 at the Cherbourg Centre
Photographique, and will soon feature at the Musée Nicéphore
Niépce in Châlon. The artist also founded the artistic network 
Piece of Cake. 

équipe de Bike Polo Rouen, Seine-MaritimeJoueur de Squash, Paris
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Guy Bourdin
Rough Proof
—
Presented within the context of the exhibition: Charles and 
Marie-Laure de Noailles, a life as patrons  

“I will not say whether Guy Bourdin has anything important 
to show us. I don’t like elegies. All the same, I can tell you that 
Guy Bourdin is trying with all his heart to be more than a good 
photographer.”
Man Ray, 1952

Bourdin’s advertising campaigns for Jourdan shoes, devised by 
this creative artist who some have considered provocative and 
excessive, are well known. This alone would be enough to garner 
a bad reputation, yet Bourdin is now upheld as an authority 
whose images continually haunt fashion’s recent history. An 
alchemist who played with aesthetic codes: high heels, carmine 
red, a manifold accumulation of nails. These are just some of 
the many dissolute features which continue to engage us to this 
day, more than twenty years after his death (1928-1991). So be 
it. However, this notion of refined impropriety, like a time bomb 
placed upon a living room table, begets a question: what was 
the role played by his friend Marie-Laure de Noailles, as well 
as the artists that she and her husband supported? It is hard to 
imagine that this association was either a chance occurrence, 
or a simple coincidence. Bourdin’s archives explicitly reveal his 
influences. A photograph of a pile of rabbits’ jaw bones, taken 
in an abattoir, recollects a series by Éli Lotar created for the 
review Documents (1929). Flies landing upon the neck of an 
elegant lady, verges on the imaginary worlds of Salvador Dalí 
and Luis Buñuel. Or, unique landscapes of materials which are 
reminiscent of Man Ray and Marcel Duchamp’s Dust Breeding. 
Of course, Buñuel and Dalí were highly publicised at that time, 
but Jacques-André Boiffard and Éli Lotar had already long 
ceased their photographic careers. It was, however, Charles de 
Noailles who in 1929 had financed their short-lived studio, upon 
a suggestion by Georges-Henri Rivière. As for Man Ray, he was 
the first to encourage this young man, torn between drawing and 
photography, and for whom he wrote a short preface for his 1952 
exhibition.

Other, unexposed genealogies bind Guy Bourdin’s images 
with the history of photography. If parallels with Molinier 
seem to impose themselves, equally present are the real world 
perspectives of Cartier-Bresson, Doisneau, or even Walker 
Evans and American photography. Bourdin’s oeuvre is a process 

of assimilation and appropriation, an eye which trains itself, 
and it is this that elevates him to a great artist. Let us be clear, 
Bourdin did not follow a path parallel to that of his forefathers. 
Instead, his trajectory was perpendicular, inasmuch as he 
detached himself from his influences, in order to draw closer 
to them, by inventing a different vocabulary. Indeed, this 
current exhibition, which serves as a form of parenthesis, offers 
to establish correlations and potential readings, but without 
altering the nature of Bourdin’s work, or confining it to a fixed 
interpretation.

A “Rough Proof” is an initial step in the photographic process, 
produced directly from the film negative itself, without contrast 
masking or cropping. The raw image, therefore. Guy Bourdin 
considered prints as possessing almost no value, instead he was 
particularly fond of double-page spreads in magazines, wherein 
his images could establish their full meaning. The photographs 
that he shot for fashion magazines were never exhibited in 
galleries, nor were they published in any collections; he only took 
part in a handful of institutional exhibitions and he refused the 
Grand Prix National de la Photographie. Bearing this in mind, 
this retrospective permeates into the permanent exhibition on 
Charles and Marie-Laure de Noailles during the International 
Festival of Fashion and Photography at Hyères. 

The exhibition starts with a selection of documents and sketches 
evoking Guy Bourdin’s débuts, as well as his friendship with 
Marie-Laure, patron to the Surrealists. Then it reveals, dispersed 
within the main building of the villa, almost eighty original 
prints, most of which are previously unseen works taken from the 
artist’s own archives. Finally, a selection of magazines, published 
in the years between 1950-60, illustrate works that are less 
well known than those of the following decades. It was through 
this medium that Bourdin triumphed, infiltrating exceptional 
disorder and beauty into this spectacular world. Comparable with 
the Surrealists’ own aims, Bourdin’s objective was to divulge to 
the widest possible audience a disturbing incongruity. Each two-
page spread becomes an entire world, leaping out at the reader, 
offering them no other possible escape than to turn the page, to 
flee, but then to return to it, enticed by this incongruity. A sort of 
conspiracy at work, where beauty seems to steal away, evasively: 
images, lights, bodies, specks of dust in movement. Undoubtedly, 
there is something which verges on the representation of Vanitas 
themes in Bourdin’s work.

Stéphane Boudin-Lestienne, Alexandre Mare, 
curators of the exhibition

Composition d’après les archives de Guy Bourdin,  
avec l’aimable autorisation de Guy bourdin estate © lothaire hucki, 2013

Guy Bourdin, [portrait de Marie-Laure de Noailles]  
carte de voeux à l’encre sur papier, janvier 1969
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Jean-François Lepage
—
Tour des Templiers, city center

Jean-François Lepage does fashion photography on the razor’s 
edge. His images, with their bare compositions - solitary 
figures, no accessories, immersed in an endless lunar landscape 
or a vast, almost empty white house - express a brand of 
minimalism seldom seen in fashion photography. They are 
strangely motionless, as if suspended in a time and space where 
women are beings possessed by dreams, living in a world where 
the photographer, the model and the viewer’s imagination 
project and come together. On the razor’s edge again when the 
photographer’s hand often returns after the shoot to disturb and 
deconstruct the shot - slashing the negative, cutting and pasting 
to reconstruct a new, multiple image. His work expands the 
creative process in that it abolishes the fleeting snapshot moment 
in photography to draw the image into a parallel dimension, a 
state of consciousness where time and space are stretched to 
contain everyone’s fantasies.

Pierre Debusschere
—
I know simply that the sky will 
last longer than I
Gymnasium and sautoir ,villa Noailles

This April Villa Noailles in Hyères will showcase the work by the 
Belgian visual artist Pierre Debusschere, who is working in the 
fields of photography and video. His images have been defined 
by his austere style, solemnity and distinct use of lighting. 
Debusschere is online artistic director at Raf Simons and has 
shot editorials and numerous fashion films for magazines such as 
Vogue Homme Japan and V magazine, as well as being a regular 
contributor to Dazed & Confused. 

The exhibition at Villa Noailles will showcase all new work 
by Debusschere. His photographs will be displayed alongside 
his video pieces, which investigate themes of inner and outer 
beauty. Informed by the traditions of high gloss representation 
and digital technology, his work explores what has long been 
a central part of fashion photography - the dialogue between 
identities. The exhibition takes on the theme of the personal 
journey and will focus on the impact of music as inspiration and 
its continuous role in the image making process. 

 Nathalie Khan

RE_PD_AG © Pierre DebusschereJean-François Lepage
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Brea Souders
—
La Banque
Hall, villa Noailles

Brea Souders, a shortlisted photographer from the 2012 
competition, returns to Hyères to exhibit the result of a 
commission: to photograph the outfits of the 10 shortlisted 
fashion designers of the 2013 Hyères Festival.

Following in the footsteps of Jeff Riedel, Vava Ribeiro, Estelle 
Hanania, Jessica Roberts and more recently, Amira Fritz, Yann 
Gross as well as Ina Jang, Brea Souders made a series in the 
spirit of her personal work. The series reflects her understanding 
of colour and composition, which she applies here to painted 
backdrops that are reworked using oil pastels and chalk. Her 
work brings together portraiture and still life immersed in the 
atmosphere of an artist’s studio.

Brea Souders (United States) studied photography at the 
University of Maryland. Her work has been exhibited at the 
Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington, more recently at Daniel 
Coney Fine Art Gallery in New York or Camera 16 in Milan, as 
well as in festivals such as the New York Photo Festival, Photo 
Ireland, Dublin, and the Singapore International Photography 
Festival. Brea Souders lives in Brooklyn.

Jessica Eaton
—
V ANG 
Galerie Nouvelle, villa Noailles

Winner of Grand Prix du jury at 2012 festival d’Hyeres, 
Canadian photographer, Jessica Eaton, explores through her 
work and notably through her body of work “Cubes for Albers 
and LeWitt”, perception of light and colour. Using her camera, in 
her studio she creates coloured spaces, through experimenting 
with coloured filters and superimpositions, explaining that “the 
colour itself is mixed inside the camera.” The resulting object is 
invisible to the naked eye, created entirely within the image; it is 
literally only on developing the photo that the resulting image is 
revealed to artist and observer.

Jessica Eaton is coming back to Hyeres this year to present a 
brand new series, the result of a special order of the Festival, 
exploring cubic perception of images.

Jessica Eaton studied at the Emily Vancouver Institute 
(Vancouver). In 2011, she exhibited her series “Cubers for Albers 
and LeWitt”, for which she received a bursary from the Canada 
Council of Arts, Research and Creation, at the Higher Picture 
Gallery, New York. In 2012, she exhibited her work at the Clint 
Roenisch gallery, Toronto and the M + B Gallery, Los Angeles. 
She was also granted the Bright Spark award at Flash Forward, 
Magenta Foundation, Toronto (2012).

© Jessica Eaton, 2013
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Novembre
—
Parvis, villa Noailles

Each year the villa Noailles extends an invitation to a magazine 
which shares both its passion for discovering and supporting 
contemporary arts, and its interest in fashion and photography. 
Following on from Livraison, L’imparfaite, Dorade, and 
Chronique Curiosité, this year’s partner is Novembre. Through 
its select choice of subjects, this bi-annual Swiss magazine is 
aimed equally at both the general public and professionals from 
the worlds of fashion and luxury goods. A meticulous use of 
design acts as the foundation for articles and interviews on the 
contemporary avant-garde. Under the impetus of Florence Tétier, 
Florian Joye, Jeanne-Salomé Rochat, Maxime Büchi, and its 
three guest editors Nicolas Coulomb, Luc Andrié, and Sophear 
Van Froment, Novembre has established itself as a benchmark in 
only three years. The magazine is distributed through galleries 
and bookshops in international arts centres.

Les Olivades
—
Atelier Saint-Bernard

The atelier Saint Bernard and the villa Noailles
For the second year running, during the Festival the Atelier 
Saint-Bernard – the former residence of the villa’s gardener which 
has been converted into a workshop and artists’ residence – will 
host an exhibition which dialogues with fashion, the outfits made 
by the young designers, and which questions the boundaries 
between fashion and design.

This second exhibition will present the work of the only 
remaining workshop creating textile prints in the Provence 
region: Les Olivades.

Les Olivades
In 1818, a textile printing workshop was founded in the Alpilles 
area of Provence. Since 1978 it has marketed its fabrics under the 
label «Les Olivades», thus proclaiming to the world the expertise 
in fabric printing and design that is characteristic of our region.

Provençal fabrics need no introduction, but what do we really 
know about them?

In order to get to know them it is necessary to follow their long 
history, which started in Marseille in the seventeenth century, 
took root in India, then in the Levantine trading posts of Smyrna, 
Aleppo, and Constantinople, and now continues to this day in the 
textile printing workshop of Les Olivades, in Saint-Étienne du 
Grès, at the entrance to the Camargue.

styling by Yoko Miyake.  Model: Reka @ Ford 
 Photo © Alice Rosati
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Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka & Tiia Sirén
—
Piegeon house, villa Noailles
Windows, Galeries Lafayette, Toulon

“The new menswear collection by Laitinen-Raasakka-Sirén takes 
freedom as its subject. We create clothes for young men who 
are both brave and sassy. We are approaching streetwear from 
a new angle by mixing Finnish craftsmanship with luxurious 
materials.”

Exhibited for the first time at Hyères, the collection will be on 
display in a showroom at the villa Noailles during the Festival. 
The designers have created, especially for the Festival, an 
installation which reflects their world.
An outfit from their new collection will be exclusively on 
display in the shop windows of the Galeries Lafayette in Toulon 
alongside three outfits from their 2012 collection which brought 
them to fame at last year’s Festival.

Collection produced with the support of Première Vision, Ventures, 
LMA Alitecno, Miguel Alemany, Dinamo, Tessuti Frizza,
Sfate & Combier, Pizval, HOH Hoferhecht Stickereien, Stib 19, 
Puntoseta.
Cristals provided by : SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS.

Dessin : Laitien, Raasakka et Sirén

Ragne Kikas
—
Windows, Galeries Lafayette, Toulon

“The collection evokes presence, an instant between here and 
now. I try to forget ambitious plans for the future and to stop 
dwelling on the past; focussing all of my attention on what is 
present and being satisfied with my awareness of the immediate 
moment. I transpose these daily emotions into knitted structures 
and surfaces.”

An outfit from this new collection will be exclusively on display 
in the shop windows of the Galeries Lafayette in Toulon as well 
as three outfits from her 2012 winning collection.
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Hyères Fashion Films
—
Windows, Galeries Lafayette, Toulon

For the very first time, in addition to the window displays 
assigned to the winning designers, the Galeries Lafayette Toulon 
will devote an area to designers having previously participated in 
the Hyères Festival.
The villa Noailles and the Galeries Lafayette have compiled a 
collection of videos by international designers which will be 
exclusively screened in their shop in Toulon. Notable contributors 
are: Mareunrol’s, Jean-Paul Lespagnard, Steven Tai, Maxime 
Rappaz, Léa Peckre, and Romain Kremer.

Showrooms - The Formers
—
Cour des perruches, villa Noailles

The Festival assists and supports former winners by inviting 
them to present their collections free of charge and thus benefit 
from the presence of media and industry members during the 
Festival.

Prominent participants this year:
Wisharawish Akarasantisook (2008)
Matthew Cunnington & John Sanderson (2008)
Mareunrol’s: Marite Mastina & Rolands Peterkops (2009)
Céline Méteil (2011)
Léa Peckre  (2011)
Steven Tai (2012)

showrooms 2012 © René HabermacherLéa Peckre, collection printemps-été 2013
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13th international textile 
and fasHion ConferenCes

© René Habermacher

Jardin Nord, villa Noailles

Saturday, april the 27th, 2013
 
11 am - Reindustrialisation:  dream or reality?
moderated by Laurent Raoul, Professeur permanent - 
Supply Chain et systèmes d’information, Institut Français 
de la Mode, Consultant associé, XL Conseil
 
3 pm - Creative industries in Europe:  design, innovation, 
competitiveness
moderated by pascal morand, professeur, ESCP 
Europe, Directeur de l’Institut pour l’Innovation et la 
Compétitivité i7
 
5 pm - Meet-up and discussion on photography
Meet-up and discussion between Charles Fréger, Président 
du jury photo & Raphaëlle Stopin, Commissaire des 
expositions photographiques du Festival.  
 
 
Sunday, april the 28th, 2013
 
from 10.30 am to 12 pm - The Formers: meet –up and 
appointments with a selection of designers from the 
previous fashion contests
Introduction by Jean Pierre Blanc, Directeur du Festival
 
2 pm - Presentation of the selected photographers

International Textile and Fashion conferences

Registration - T +33 (0)1 42 66 64 44 
hyeres2013@modeaparis.com
Press - Jimmy Pihet
T + 33 (0)1 42 66 64 44
jimmy.pihet@modeaparis.com 
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FESTIVaL
2e BUREAU - T +33 (0)1 42 33 93 18
hyeres@2e-bureau.com

VILLa NOaILLES  
Philippe Boulet
T +33 (0)6 82 28 00 47
boulet@tgcdn.com

PRESS PICTuRES
High resolution press pictures are available for download at :
www.villanoailles-hyeres.com/hyeres2013
(password on request from the press office)
please mention the related credits for any publications

INTERNaTIONaL TEXTILE 
aND FaSHION CONFERENCES

Press - Jimmy Pihet
T + 33 (0)1 42 66 64 44
jimmy.pihet@modeaparis.com

aCCREDITaTIONS
Presse and professionnals 

In order to be accredited, fill in the application form that is on  
the website of the Hyères festival.

VILLaNOaILLES-HYERES.COm/HYERES2013

press
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LVmH 
and the Hyères International Festival of Fashion and Photography 2013.
LVMH will be a partner of the Hyères International Festival of Fashion and Photography in for the 
15th year running.

Committed to representing the most refined qualities of the Western “Art de Vivre”, the LVMH 
Moët Hennessy–Louis Vuitton Group is synonymous with excellence, innovation and creativity. 

These core values are the driving force behind all of the Group’s diverse activities, which span 
fashion and leather goods, perfumes and cosmetics, wines and spirits, watches and jewellery, and 
selective retailing.

Group companies are determined to nurture and grow their creative resources. It therefore aims to 
attract the most talented designers, give them the opportunity to flourish and thrive, instil within 
them a strong sense of brand culture, and give them complete creative freedom. 

For all these reasons, LVMH is proud to be associated with the Hyères International Festival of 
Fashion and Photography, which showcases young talents. 

— lvmh.fr
— facebook.com/lvmh
— twitter.com/lvmh

— pinterest.com/lvmhofficial 

PREmIÈRE VISION
Within Première Vision Pluriel, which each season brings the international fashion industry 
together at its six shows, Première Vision is a stimulus for emerging trends, a platform for new 
encounters, and a true source of inspiration. 
Twice a year, the World’s Premier Fabric Show attracts over 44,000 visitors to view the collections 
of its approximately 750 weaver-exhibitors. Since 1973, in Paris, the show has been setting the 
stage for fruitful encounters between the leading international fashion players - brands and 
designers looking for creative, high-quality collections - and select textile companies, who number 
among the world’s most innovative, creative and rich in new proposals. 
The show is both a business appointment and also a tremendous source of inspiration for 
visiting brands and designers. The unique displays in the forums dedicated to the latest fashion 
information provide an overview of the season’s trends and directions, and showcase key products.
From the start, one of Première Vision’s prime goals has been supporting creativity through 
strong, committed undertakings.
Since 2009, these have included the «PV Awards,» to honour the most remarkable and inventive 
clothing-textile creations from the show’s exhibiting weavers.
Yet another striking expression of this commitment has been the support provided since 2011 
by Première Vision to the Hyères Festival, a support designed to help the young designers and 
budding talents who will make up tomorrow’s fashion world. 

— www.premierevision-pluriel.com

— www.premierevision.com

partnersHips
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CHLOé
Founded in 1952 by Gaby Aghion, Chloé has always sought out and supported young talents, 
offering them a nurturing environment in which to express their creativity.
 
Counting some of the biggest names in fashion, the House’s prestigious alumni all played a part 
in defining the Chloé attitude. Amongst them Karl Lagerfeld, Martine Sitbon, Stella McCartney, 
Phoebe Philo and Hannah MacGibbon, perpetuated the avant-garde, feminine and free spirit of the 
House.   
Today, it is Clare Waight Keller, Creative Director of Chloé who brings her creative vision to 
embody a modern and elegant femininity.  
 
It is only natural for Chloé to support the Festival International de Mode et de la Photographie 
d’Hyères, which has always encouraged up and coming talents.
 
— www.chloé.com
— www.chloé.com/alphabet

mERCEDES-BENz
Within its international designer exchange program, Mercedes-Benz has been supporting 
upcoming designers from various Mercedes-Benz fashion platforms around the globe.
As partner of the prestigious International Festival of Fashion and Photography of Hyères for the 
second time, Mercedes-Benz gives an outstanding opportunity to one contestant in the designer 
competition, who will be invited to showcase his or her collection at the next Mercedes-Benz 
Fashion Week Berlin in July 2013, staged in cooperation with German ELLE. 
Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week Berlin takes place from July 2nd to 5th 2013.

— www.mercedes-benz.com/fashion

partnersHips
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L’ORéaL PROFESSIONNEL
Firmly embedded in the realm of fashion, L’Oréal Professionnel has renewed its partnership for 
the 14th consecutive year with the International Fashion and Photography Festival in Hyères, 
for its 28th edition. This agreement is built upon shared values between both Institutions such 
as promoting artistic creation, craft excellence and supporting “the new guard” of fashion.

This partnership reflects the brand’s closer cooperation with the world of fashion, which has  
been enhanced since L’Oréal Professionnel is also Official Partner for Paris Fashion Week  
with the Fédération Française de la Couture.
In addition, during the entire Hyères Festival, from April 26 to 28, L’Oréal Professionnel,  
the Parisian hairstyling house, will do backstage hairdressing for the three shows scheduled  
for candidates to present their first designs to the jury chaired this year by Felipe Oliveira  
Baptista. Hairstylist Fred Teglia, a feature at the runway shows, and his team will 
style more than 40 models with 10 different looks, one for each candidate.

Being backstage at the International Festival in Hyères testifies to L’Oréal Professionnel’s  
drive to support young emerging talents, by sharing the excellence of its hairstyling products  
and the professional expertise of its partner hairstylists with them, to make their designs  
shine, in the conditions of a real fashion show.

— www.lorealprofessionnel.com

DéFI
DEFI is an organisation recognised by the French Government that has been carrying out a public 
service mission for nearly 30 years. It is the main support for every aspect of the French clothing 
industry. 
Its aim is to work towards the development of the French clothing and fashion industry. It takes 
on large-scale tasks to accelerate the development of companies, particularly abroad, to support 
creation, increase the influence of French fashion and Paris’ image on the world stage and promote 
know-how.
The fashion sector is strategic considering France’s image for excellence worldwide and is a 
real driving force for the economy. It combines creativity, culture, art, history, the business 
world, technology and know-how. It evolves in a rapidly changing environment characterised 
by the emergence of digital technology, globalisation, changing consumer attitudes and the 
transformation of distribution networks.
France is characterised by the coexistence between the great world leaders in the luxury market, 
bold designers, recognised labels, new players and know-how based on excellence. History and 
innovation, tradition and creativity, small firms and multinationals all live together. Alongside 
this, Paris remains the world capital of fashion and attracts the most eminent and innovative labels 
and designers to its fashion weeks. Paris is the only world city to welcome foreign design into its 
ranks.

partnersHips
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All the key figures in the industry - company executives, trade federations, designers and experts 
- meet at DEFI to decide on action and support plans. DEFI is the only coordinating body in the 
industry in which people can exchange points of view, decide on a strategy and operate resource 
synergies.
DEFI works for the entire industry, from design to sales and know-how. Its work is focused on 
company growth for which it organises a wide range of promotional actions in France and abroad: 
presence of companies at foreign shows, organising international missions or welcoming buyers 
and journalists to Paris for fashion weeks. DEFI offers particularly strong support for design, 
supporting fashion shows, creating Designers’ Apartments and providing a presence at certain 
Paris shows, ANDAM and Hyères Festival conferences. 
DEFI aims to offer fully operational support to companies and designers with a view to 
maintaining an open, innovative, creative world.

— www.defi-lamodedefrance.fr

GROuPE GaLERIES LaFaYETTE
The Galeries Lafayette group, a Villa Noailles partner since 2007, became the first sponsor ever 
to support the institution’s programming as a whole in 2011. The Villa Noailles’ focus on building 
bridges between architecture, art, fashion and design reflects Galeries Lafayette’s commitment in 
favor of contemporary creation.  
 
High point of the Villa Noailles’ programming, the International Festival of Fashion and 
Photography which promotes the encounter between designers, manufacturers, agents, cultural 
institutions and distributors is in accordance with the vocation of the department store and its  
role as an intermediary between consumers, new trends and emerging talents.
An integral part of the Group’s history is appreciating and promoting creativity as it is a key 
corporate value that is reflected in its operations, its corporate patronage commitments, and 
in the passion and beliefs of the family that has been a shareholder for five generations. With 
democratization of fashion and art as a core identity of the company, Galeries Lafayette became  
an ideal intermediary between creation and a wide audience.  
 
Historically and deeply involved in fashion development, the group Galeries Lafayette assists 
young talents that are revealed by Villa Noailles as well as the National Association for the 
Development of the Fashion Arts (ANDAM).
Also a sponsor of Centre Pompidou, Centre Pompidou mobile, Paris Musée d’Art Moderne, Palais 
de Tokyo, RMN-Grand Palais and Arts Décoratifs, the group Galeries Lafayette shares with these 
institutions the willingness to promote access to beauty and the pleasure to introduce future 
talents.

- www.groupegalerieslafayette.fr

partnersHips
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THE wOOLmaRK COmPaNY
The Woolmark is the world’s best known textile fibre brand, established in 1964.
The leading global authority on Merino wool, The Woolmark Company is owned by Australian 
Wool Innovation (AWI), a not for profit enterprise owned by over 27,000 Australian woolgrowers, 
working across the textile pipeline through to consumers to promote Merino as the world’s premier 
natural fibre.

Working throughout the global supply chain – from farm to fashion, to educate and inspire 
designers and retailers. Carrying out B2B and B2C marketing initiatives and working on product 
development and innovation to increase demand for Australian Merino wool.
Australian Merino is rich in a wide range of unique natural properties that inspire the world’s 
leading clothing designers, to create luxuriously soft and stylish garments. No other fibre, natural 
or man-made, provides such a special blend of fineness, next-to-skin comfort, versatility, durability 
and ease of styling.

The Woolmark Company continues to promote Australian Merino wool throughout the international 
fashion industry, highlighting to consumers the benefits of Australian Merino wool. A key element 
to this strategy is building relationships with designers and working with them to showcase the 
most innovative and beautiful Merino wool fabrics and yarns.
Merino wool provides stability, resilience, softness and luxury to the tailoring industry. The fibre 
has long been a favourite of designers, but younger consumers, born in an era of ‘disposable’ 
fashion know too little about the natural benefits. Wool is a 100 per cent natural, biodegradable 
and renewable fibre. Merino sheep live on grass, water, fresh air and sunshine. Wool is a fibre that 
is grown – not man-made. Every year sheep produce a new fleece; making wool a renewable fibre 
source.

The Woolmark Company is proud to support The Festival International de Mode et de Photographie 
à Hyères, and to support the young talent of tomorrow being showcased here today.

— www.woolmark.com

PETIT BaTEau
Innovation and creativity have been part of Petit Bateau’s DNA for the last 120 years. The brand 
continues to prove it by supporting, for the second consecutive year, the International Festival of 
Fashion and Photography of Hyères.
Petit Bateau, French heritage brand, recognized for its know-how and knitwear expertise, provides 
a unique first time opportunity of collaboration with the prize-winner of the « Grand Prix du Jury ».
This will enable the winner to reinvent some timeless models such as the sailor top or the ever 
popular panties, or the tank top.
Petit Bateau has been fashionable for over 120 years, “For never old” alongside today’s emerging 
new talents.
 
— www.petit-bateau.com

partnersHips
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GIVauDaN
Givaudan at the International Fashion and Photography Festival of Hyères 2013

Attached to creation in its most emerging and innovating forms, Givaudan supports the 
International Fashion and Photography Festival of Hyères.
Perfume House, enriched by over two centuries of history, Givaudan is associated with many of the 
greatest creations in perfumery. To accompany creators at the moment they emerge, to establish 
collaborations between perfumers and stylists, and to promote young talents are the initiatives 
which allow us to get a feel for fashion and its evolutions. We seek to understand and capture 
the universe of the creators in order to re-transcribe them into perfumes and to create original 
fragrances in line with our time.

— www.givaudan.com 

SwaROVSKI ELEmENTS
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS supports Hyères 2013 encouraging today’s emerging young talent AT 
the 2013 Festival International de Mode et de Photographie in HYÈRES, FRANCE

In keeping with its founding philosophy of nurturing and partnering new young creative talent 
worldwide, as in previous years, SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS will be supporting the 28th Festival 
International de Mode et de Photographie at Hyères, Southern France, due to take place from April 
26–29, 2013. 

For the 28th consecutive year, new young design talent from fashion, styling, and photography 
will gather at the Villa Noailles—the landmark 1920s villa built by Mallet-Stevens at Hyères. The 
occasion will be the 2013 Festival International de Mode et de Photography, supported once again 
by SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS. This is the global competition for emerging creative talent, whose 
work is scrutinized by an international jury of famous names drawn from across the creative fields. 
Previous years provided valuable early exposure for some of today’s stellar designers, among 
them Viktor & Rolf, Gaspard Yurkievich, Sébastien Meunier, Christian Wijnants, Henrik Vibskov, 
Alexandre Matthieu, Stéphanie Coudert, Richard René, Swash, C Neeon, Romain Kremer, Anthony 
Vaccarello, Julien Dossena, Peter Bertsch, Sandra Backlund, Jean-Paul Lespagnard, and Matthew 
Cunnington.

SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS will give the ten finalists access to a range of beautifully faceted 
crystals for use in their designs, which will be presented at a glittering catwalk show on April 26, 
27, and 28. The objective is to highlight the importance that SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS places on 
motivating and supporting new design talent, and to showcase crystal’s immense versatility as a 
creative ingredient.

partnersHips
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About SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS
SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS is the premium brand for the finest crystal elements manufactured 
by Swarovski. The designer’s choice since the founding of the company in 1895, SWAROVSKI 
ELEMENTS provide global brands and designers from the fashion, jewelry, accessories, interior 
design and lighting industries with the latest on-trend innovations. Available in myriad colors, 
effects, shapes and sizes, SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS offer designers a fabulous palette of 
inspiration. Born out of a passion for detail and high-precision cutting, they impart refined 
glamour to everything they embellish. These precious ingredients can be recognized by their 
‘MADE WITH SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS’ label, which serves as a certificate of authenticity, 
identifying products made with genuine SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS. Swarovski, a family-owned 
company for more than 100 years, with values rooted in integrity, respect and excellence, is noted 
as much for its ethics in business as for its contemporary artistry and innovative flair. 
In 1895, Daniel Swarovski, a Bohemian inventor and visionary, moved to the village of Wattens, 
Tyrol in Austria, with his newly-invented machine for cutting and polishing crystal jewelry 
stones. From this beginning that revolutionised the fashion world, Swarovski has grown to be the 
world’s leading producer of precision-cut crystal for fashion, jewelry and more recently lighting, 
architecture and interiors. Today, the company, still family-owned and run by 5th generation 
family members, has a global reach with some 26,100 employees, a presence in over 120 countries 
and a turnover in 2011 of 2.22 billion euros. Swarovski comprises two major businesses, one 
producing and selling loose elements to the industry and the other creating design-driven finished 
products. Swarovski crystals have become an essential ingredient of international design. Since 
1965 the company has also catered to the fine jewelry industry with precision-cut genuine 
gemstones and created stones. Showing the creativity that lies at the heart of the company, 
Swarovski’s own brand lines of accessories, jewelry and home décor items are sold through 
more than 2,200 retail outlets worldwide. The Swarovski Crystal Society has close to 300,000 
members across the world, keen collectors of the celebrated crystal figurines. And in Wattens, 
Swarovski Kristallwelten, the multi-media crystal museum, was opened in 1995 as a celebration of 
Swarovski’s universe of innovation and inspiration.

For further information and PR material, please contact:
Swarovski International PR
Verena Koetzle
Mail: verena.koetzle@swarovski.com
Tel: + 43 (0) 5224 500-1448
Fax: + 43 (0) 5224 501-1448

- www.swarovski-elements.com

partnersHips
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prograM

FRIDaY aPRIL 26TH

from 10 am to 8 pm Accreditations (professionnals and press only) - villa Noailles
6 pm Concert Stage of The Art - parvis, villa Noailles
6.30 pm Grand opening of the Festival and exhibitions. Cocktail - parvis, villa Noailles
9 pm Designers’ fashion show - hangar de la Mouture, salin des Pesquiers, La Capte
10 pm 2012 winners’ fashion show, Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka & Tiia Siren, Grand Prix du jury 
L’Oréal Professionnel and Ragne Kikas, Prix Première Vision
10.30 pm Fashion show competition designers for Prix Chloé

SaTuRDaY aPRIL 27TH

from 10 am - 6 pm Exhibitions opened to the public - villa Noailles
from 10 am to 5 pm Encounters and discussions with the shortlisted fashion designers 
- salles voûtées, villa Noailles. 
from 10 am to 6 pm Portfolio reviews with the shortlisted photographers - salles voûtées, villa Noailles
11 am, 3 pm and 5 pm 13th International Textile and Fashion Conferences (professionals only) 
- jardin, villa Noailles
from 12am to 6 pm The Formers : encounters and rendez-vous with selected designers from last years 
fashion show - Cour des perruches, villa Noailles.
6.30 pm Inauguration of Jean-François Lepage’s exhibition 
- Tour des Templiers, place Massillon, Hyères
8.30 pm Live broadcast of fashion shows, place Massillon, Hyères, Théâtre Liberté, Toulon and Palais 
de Tokyo, Paris
8.30 pm Designers’ fashion show - hangar de la Mouture, salin des Pesquiers, La Capte
9.30 pm 2012 winners’ fashion show, Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka & Tiia Siren, Grand Prix du jury 
L’Oréal Professionnel and Ragne Kikas, Prix Première Vision
10 pm Fashion show competition designers for Prix Chloé

Signings on Saturday afternoon at villa Noailles. Detailed program available on the festival website 
and to the villa Noailles’s reception

SuNDaY aPRIL 28TH

from 10 am to 4 pm Exhibitions opened to the public - villa Noailles.
Portfolio reviews with the shortlisted photographers- salles voûtées, villa Noailles.
10 am Inauguration of Brea Souders’ exhibition and signing of the catalogue of the Festival by the 
artist, La Banque, avenue Joseph Clotis, Hyères. 
from 10 am to 12am The Formers : encounters and rendez-vous with selected designers from last years 
fashion show (professionals only) - Cour des perruches, villa Noailles.
from 10 am to 12am Encounters and discussions with the shortlisted fashion designers 
- showrooms, villa Noailles
2 pm Encounters with shortlisted photographers (professionals only)- jardin, villa Noailles
4.30 pm Designers’ fashion show - hangar de la Mouture, salin des Pesquiers, La Capte
5.30 pm 2012 winners’ fashion show, Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka & Tiia Siren, Grand Prix du jury 
L’Oréal Professionnel and Ragne Kikas, Prix Première Vision
6 pm Awards ceremony of the 28th Hyères Festival (attended by the jurys) - hangar de la Mouture,  
salin des Pesquiers, La Capte

mONDaY aPRIL 29TH

from 11 am to 2 pm Exhibitions opened to the public - villa Noailles
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exHiBitions

villa Noailles
From April, 26th to May, 26th

Opening during the festival :
April 26th de 18h à 20h
April 27th de 10h à 18h
April 28th de 10h à 16h
April 29th de 10h à 14h
Free entrance

From may, 2nd

Open everyday - except Monday, Tuesday 
and public holiday - from 1 pm to 6 pm, 
night-opening on friday, from 3 pm  
to 8 pm.
Free entrance

10 designers
10 photographers 

Felipe Oliveira Baptista
Charles Fréger
Guy Bourdin
Pierre Debusschere
Jessica Eaton
Brea Souders
Novembre

villa Noailles
only during the festival

Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka & Tiia Sirén
Showroom / The Formers
Les Olivades

Tour des Templiers
From April,27 to May, 26th

April 27th de 10 am à 8 pm 
April 28th from 10 am to 5.30 pm
Open from the May 2nd to May 26th from  
10 am to 12 am and from 2 pm to 5.30 pm
Closed ont Monday, Tuesday  
and public holiday
Free entrance

Jean-François Lepage
Brea Souders

La Banque
From April 27th to May 25th

from 10am to 12am and from 2.30 pm  
to 5.30 pm
except on sunday and public holiday

Galeries Lafayette, Toulon
from April 25th to May 26th

Elina Laitinen, Siiri Raasakka & Tiia Sirén
Brea Souders
Hyères Festival Films
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Quand les �eurs sont belles
HORTISUD
F L EU R S  D U V A R 

The Woolmark symbol is a regi�red trade mark of The Woolmark Company. In UK, Eire, Hong Kong and India the Woolmark Company symbol is a certification trade mark.

PARTNERS

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS

PARTNERS OF THE VILLA NOAILLES

MAIN PARTNERS OF THE FESTIVAL

PARTNERS OF THE FESTIVAL

MEDIA PARTNERS


